Assessment: Course Four Column
Spring/Summer 2019

El Camino: Course SLOs (FA) - Theatre
ECC: THEA 103:Theatre Appreciation
Course SLOs
SLO #2 Applying Aristotle’s Poetics Upon successful completion of this
course students will be able to
categorize and apply Aristotle’s
poetics to plays.
Course SLO Status: Active
Course SLO Assessment Cycle: 201415 (Spring 2015), 2018-19 (Spring
2019)
Input Date: 12/12/2013

01/25/2020

Assessment Method
Description

Results

Actions

Essay/Written Assignment - For the
purposes of this SLO assessment
theater students were required to
attend the theater department’s
production of the Laramie Project.
Students were asked to analyze the
Laramie project using Aristotle’s
Poetics. Students were required to
write this analysis in essay form.
Students were asked to categorize
the play into its specific parts.
Rubric
Traits
1. Plot: Mechanics of storytelling
including the sequence of comings
and goings of the characters; in
either a linear or nonlinear form, the
timetable of the play’s events,
discoveries, and actions.
Does not meet expectation: Unable
to identify the sequence of coming
and goings of characters, the
difference between a linear or
nonlinear form, the timetable of
events discoveries, and actions.
Meets expectation: Some ability to

Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2018-19
(Spring 2019)
Standard Met? : Standard Met
- For the purposes of this SLO assessment theater students
were required to attend the theater department’s
production of the Laramie Project. Students were asked to
analyze the
Tempest project using Aristotle’s Poetics. Students were
required to write this analysis in essay form. Students were
asked to categorize the play into its specific parts.
Traits
1. Plot: Mechanics of storytelling including the sequence of
comings and goings of the characters; in either a linear or
nonlinear form, the timetable of the play’s events,
discoveries, and actions. Does not meet expectation:
Unable to identify the sequence of coming and goings of
characters, the difference between a linear or nonlinear
form, the timetable of
events discoveries, and actions.
2. Character: the human figures-the impersonated
presence-who undertake the actions of the plot. Does not
meet expectation: Not able to identify the impersonated
presence who undertakes the actions of the plot.
Standard and Target for Success:
Plot: Mechanics of storytelling: Standard of expectation:
70% of the students in this class will achieve“meets

Action: One of the strategies
discussed was the need to possibly
generate more descriptive
preparation materials for each of
the production’s our theater
students
see. Each instructor is told about
our productions, but there is no
generalized preparation for the
different sections. This may help
standardized SLO’s across severa
lsections. (12/08/2021)
Action Category: Teaching
Strategies
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Course SLOs

Assessment Method
Description

Results

Actions

identify the sequence of coming and
goings of characters, between linear
or nonlinear form and the timetable
of events, discoveries, and actions.
Exceeds expectation: Several
coherent examples and the ability to
identify the comings and goings of
characters, between linear and
nonlinear form including the
timetable events, discoveries, and
actions

expectations” or “exceed
expectations” level.
Character:
Standard of expectation: 75% of the students in this class
will achieve “meets expectations” or “exceed expectations”
level. standardized playing reductions.
Exceeds expectations: 43% of students
Diction: the pronunciation of the spoken or sung dialogue
including tone, imagery cadence, and articulation.
Does not meet expectations: 21% of students
Meets expectations: 68% of students
Exceeds expectations: 11% of students
2. Character: the human figures-the Music: the rhythm of spoken sounds or the musical score
impersonated presence-who
used in support of plot character dialogue and theme
undertake the actions of the plot.
Does not meet expectations: 23% of students
Does not meet expectation: Not able Meets expectations: 64% of students
to identify the impersonated
Exceeds expectations: 13% of students
presence who undertakes the
Spectacle: the visual aspects of the production: scenery
actions of the plot.
costumes, lighting makeup, and properties the overall look
Meets expectation: Some ability to
of the stage.
identify the impersonated presence Does not meet expectations: 12% of students
and their relationship to the story.
Meets expectations: 53% of students
Exceeds expectation: Several
Exceeds expectations: 35% of students
coheren
OBSERVED PATTERNS AND FINDINGS FROM DATA
Samples of student essays from several sections were
analyzed the following is some of the observed patterns and
Standard and Target for Success:
findings from our data. In the area of plot or the mechanics
Plot: Mechanics of storytelling:
of storytelling students seem to have a little difficulty in
Standard of expectation: 70% of the identifying exactly how the Tempest was being told.
students in this class will achieve
Students were informed that this is a docudrama which is a
“meets expectations” or “exceed
unique type of theatrical form. Students seem to feel more
expectations” level.
comfortable when asked about the plot to retell the story.
Character:
As every plays’ different styling is going to create different
Standard of expectation: 75% of the responses the faculty teaching these sections found that
students in this class will achieve
maybe more time should have been spent on describing the
“meets expectations” or “exceed
nature and the plot structures related to this production.
expectations” level.
Actor’s impersonated different characters throughout this
Theme:
production. (05/12/2019)
Standard of expectation: 75% of the % of Success for this SLO: 87
students in this class will achieve
Faculty Assessment Leader: W Georges
01/25/2020
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Assessment Method
Description

Results

“meets expectations” or “exceed
expectations” level.
Diction:
Standard of expectation: 75% of the
students in this class will achieve
“meets expectations” or “exceed
expectations” level.
Music:
Standard of expectation: 75% of the
students in this class will achieve
“meets expectations” or “exceed
expectations” level.
Spectacle:
Standard of expectation: 80% of the
students in this class will achieve
“meets expectations” or “exceed
expectations” level.

Actions

Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2014-15
(Spring 2015)
Standard Met? : Standard Met
DATA
Plot: Mechanics of storytelling including the sequence of
comings and goings of the characters; in either a linear or
nonlinear form, the timetable of the play’s events,
discoveries, and actions.
Does not meet expectations: 22% of students
Meets expectations: 60% of students
Exceeds expectations: 18% of students

Action: Teaching Strategies:
One of the strategies discussed
was the need to possibly generate
more descriptive preparation
materials for each of the
production’s our theater students
see. Each instructor is told about
our productions, but there is no
generalized preparation for the
different sections. This may help
standardized SLO’s across several
sections. The Laramie project
Character: the human figures-the impersonated presencebeing a theme based docudrama
who undertake the actions of the plot.
has specific narrative qualities that
can be challenging for students.
Does not meet expectations: 15% of students
This production project may have
Meets expectations: 53% of students
benefited from a more
Exceeds expectations: 32% of students
standardized introduction.
(05/02/2016)
Theme: the plays abstracted intellectual content and overall Action Category: Teaching
statement; its topic, central idea, or message.
Strategies
Does not meet expectations: 12% of students
Follow-Up: Theater instructors
Meets expectations: 45% of students
have discussed more
Exceeds expectations: 43% of students
standardized playing reductions
(09/19/2018)
Diction: the pronunciation of the spoken or sung dialogue
including tone, imagery cadence, and articulation.
Does not meet expectations: 21% of students
Meets expectations: 68% of students
Exceeds expectations: 11% of students
Music: the rhythm of spoken sounds or the musical score
used in support of plot character dialogue and theme
Does not meet expectations: 23% of students
Meets expectations: 64% of students
Exceeds expectations: 13% of students
Spectacle: the visual aspects of the production: scenery

01/25/2020
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Assessment Method
Description

Results

Actions

costumes, lighting makeup, and properties the overall look
of the stage.
Does not meet expectations: 12% of students
Meets expectations: 53% of students
Exceeds expectations: 35% of students
OBSERVED PATTERNS AND FINDINGS FROM DATA
Samples of student essays from several sections were
analyzed the following is some of the observed patterns and
findings from our data. In the area of plot or the mechanics
of storytelling students seem to have a little difficulty in
identifying exactly how the Laramie Project was being told.
Students were informed that this is a docudrama which is a
unique type of theatrical form. Students seem to feel more
comfortable when asked about the plot to retell the story.
As every plays’ different styling is going to create different
responses the faculty teaching these sections found that
maybe more time should have been spent on describing the
nature and the plot structures related to this production.
Actor’s impersonated different characters throughout this
production. One actor may have impersonated 4to 5
different characters. Our theater students seem to
understand this convention going in and had very little
problems distinguishing the different characters and their
wants and needs. The theme of the Laramie project is
central to the storytelling. Students seem to understand the
thematic nature and responded to it very well in their
essays. Again this type of production is very theme oriented
and this was not a surprise to the instructors. Students had
a relatively difficult time discussing the nature of diction
and music for this play. Dialogue was written in modern
colloquialisms and although there was a cellist playing
through the entire production the students seem
disconnected to the music. Students had an easy time
identifying the use of spectacle in this production. The play
had an elaborate platform arrangement that allowed for
the staging to be reinforced through the setting. There was
also quite a bit of multimedia in the way of projections that
helped establish time and place. Students wrote succinctly
regarding the spectacle including scenery, costumes,
lighting, and properties.
01/25/2020
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Actions

(04/06/2015)
Faculty Assessment Leader: William Georges

01/25/2020
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ECC: THEA 113:Introduction to Acting
Course SLOs
SLO #2 Elements of Acting - Upon
successful completion of this course
students will be able to analyze and
critique elements of acting at a
beginner’s level.
Course SLO Status: Active
Course SLO Assessment Cycle: 201516 (Fall 2015), 2018-19 (Spring 2019)
Input Date: 12/12/2013

Assessment Method
Description
Presentation/Skill Demonstration In this project students will rehearse
and perform short contemporary
scenes from the four plays read and
analyzed in class. They will be
assessed through the evaluation of
their preparation: a typed copy of
their scene broken down into beats,
intentions, and subject objectives,
and adjustments made in response
to the instructors coaching/critiques
and student feedback during class
rehearsal and actual performance of
the scene demonstrating the playing
of the intentions, character
development through physical and
vocal skills and the movement to
move interaction between scene
partners.
Standard and Target for Success: 1.
Written intentions
Standard of expectation: 75% of the
students in this class will achieve
“meets expectations” or “exceeds
expectations” level
2.
Adjustments made in
response to instructors
coaching/critiques and student
feedback during class rehearsals
Standard of expectation: 85% of the
students in this class will achieve
“meets expectations” or “exceeds
expectations” level
3.
Performance that
demonstrates an understanding of
the playing of intentions the physical
and vocal work and collaborative

01/25/2020

Results

Actions

Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2015-16 (Fall
2015)
Standard Met? : Standard Met
DATA
1.
Written Breakdown of Characters Intentions
Does not meet expectations: 20% of students
Meets expectations: 50% of students
Exceeds expectations: 30% of students

Action: Teaching strategies:
I observed that, while
intellectually the concept of an
intention was not difficult to
comprehend, it was the
actualization of playing the
intention and performance that
proved the overriding challenge.
Though their focus in finding the
intentions was weak, their
understanding grew throughout
the process. I was in observing the
fellow students work through the
same obstacles as they had in
participating in group discussions
that had the strongest impact in
quality of their scene work. They
grew in trust as a collective. Walls
were broken and wrists were
taken. It is apparent not only in
their comments, which became
more articulate insightful, but in
their scenes, which became more
natural and personal. I intend to
do more acting exercises based on
intentions that I have them
breakdown eight line scenes in
preparation of the scene work. I,
also, intend to offer stronger
movement and vocal exercises to
help them become more flexible.
(05/04/2017)
Action Category: Teaching
Strategies

2.
Adjustments made in rehearsal to instructors
coaching/critiques and student feedback during class
rehearsal.
Does not meet expectations: 15% of students
Meets expectations: 30% of students
Exceeds expectations: 35% of students
3.
Performance a demonstrates the playing of
intentions, physical and vocal skill and movement to
movement interaction between partners
Does not meet expectations: 20% of students
Meets expectations: 55% of students
Exceeds expectations: 25% of students
OBSERVED PATTERNS AND FINDINGS FROM DATA
1.
For this assessment, students were required to
submit a written/typed copy of their characters intentions.
Based on the analysis of the play and the circumstances of
the scene, students needed to find acceptable choices by
which to guide their character. A significant number of
students procrastinated, resulting in a disconnect with their
character and a roadblock in their process. Many students
wanted to be given the answers as opposed to solving the
problem, figuring out on their own. They didn’t want to go
to the process, basically to do the work. Only one student
did not submit the work at all and a few submitted work
that was poor or weak, exhibit a limited effort. The majority
of students demonstrated a basic knowledge and
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Assessment Method
Description

Results

movement to movement interaction
between scene partners.
Standard of expectation: 85% of the
students in this class will achieve
“meets expectations” or “exceeds
expectations” levelRubric
1.
Does Not Meet
Expectation: Student does not
submit work or submits weak and
superficial choices not based on
character background and
circumstances of the scene.
Meets Expectation:
Student submits work that exhibits a
basic understanding of character,
motivation and subtext in relation to
the circumstances of the scene.
Exceeds Expectation:
Student submits work that exhibits
an in-depth and creative
understanding of character’s
intentions solidly based on
circumstances of the play.
2.
Adjustments made to the
instructors coaching/critiques and
student feedback during class
rehearsal.
Does Not Meet
Expectation: Student does not
demonstrate incorporation of
critiques/coaching or feedback in
order to improve scene work either
due to a lack of understanding or
lack of effort or interest. Minimal or
no improvement and work over class
rehearsal.
Meets Expectation:
Student demonstrates incorporation
of coaching/critiques and feedback,
improving the quality of scene work
01/25/2020

Actions

understanding of the intention. There were several
however who exhibited an exceptional understanding of the
concepts and intentions. Students required to demonstrate
the playing of their intentions in performance with strong
physical and vocal skills and honest movement to
movement interaction between scene partners. After a little
over a month of rehearsal, most students were able to
focus their work brain being physical and vocal commitment
and truthfulness to their movement with their partners. A
small number remained unfocused and uncommitted, while
several exceeded expectations with performances of
exceptional depth.
(04/27/2016)
Faculty Assessment Leader: Dee Marie Nieto
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Assessment Method
Description

Results

Actions

and the life of the character during
the rehearsal process.
Exceeds Expectations:
Student demonstrates an
exceptional understanding and
incorporation of coaching/critiques
and feedback, greatly improving the
quality of life of the scene during
class rehearsal process.

01/25/2020
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ECC: THEA 188:Fundamentals of Stage Makeup
Course SLOs
SLO #2 Applying Theatrical Makeup Upon successful completion of this
course students will be able to
analyze, assess, and measure facial
bone structure for the purposes of
applying theatrical makeup.
Course SLO Status: Active
Course SLO Assessment Cycle: 201415 (Spring 2015), 2018-19 (Spring
2019)
Input Date: 12/12/2013

01/25/2020

Assessment Method
Description

Results

Project - Assessment Methods:
Projects
Assessment Method Description:
Various projects are used to assess
students’ abilities in theatrical
makeup application. From the 1st
day of instruction we begin analyzing
the bone structure of the face. There
is no single project that assesses the
student’s ability to analyze, assess
and measure the bone structure for
theatrical makeup application.
PROJECT 1 the Skull
Statement
Students are asked to create a skull
makeup from a line drawing
provided as homework the 1st day.
They have access to a realistic plastic
skull and their own research. The
makeup is demonstrated on a
student and the students are shown
how to find their own bone structure
as well as the appropriate tools,
various products and techniques
they will be using to create this look.

Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2018-19
(Spring 2019)
Standard Met? : Standard Met
Assessment Method Description: Various projects are used
to assess students’ abilities in theatrical makeup
application. From the 1st day of instruction we begin
analyzing the bone structure of the face. There is no single
project that assesses the student’s ability to analyze, assess
and measure the bone structure for theatrical makeup
application. PROJECT 1 the Skull Statement Students are
asked to create a skull makeup from a line drawing provided
as homework the 1st day. They have access to a realistic
plastic skull and their own research. The makeup is
demonstrated on a student and the students are shown
how to find their own bone structure as well as the
appropriate tools, various products and techniques they will
be using to create this look.
Rubric Traits Does not meet Expectation: Student shows
little or no ability to select the appropriate colors, analyze,
assess and measure facial bone structure for the purposes
of applying theatrical makeup. Meets Expectation: Student
exhibits some evidence of the ability to select the
appropriate colors and correct placement of the makeup on
the face. Exceeds expectation: Student demonstrates
considerable evidence of the ability to select the
appropriate colors and placement of highlights and
shadows to recreate a skull in order to understand their
Rubric
facial bone structure.
Traits
Does not meet Expectation: Student Data Does Not Meet Expectation: 5% Meets Expectation:
shows little or no ability to select the 10% Exceeds Expectation: 85% Students are required to
create a believable old age character for the stage. It must
appropriate colors, analyze, assess
have a variety of research photos of age characters. It must
and measure facial bone structure
create a design using their research of an old character for a
for the purposes of applying
book or play. During this project students work on
theatrical makeup.
Meets Expectation: Student exhibits themselves and are expected to have basic understanding
of their bone structure in order to correctly place their
some evidence of the ability to
highlights and shadows. They should be able to correctly
select the appropriate colors and
correct placement of the makeup on
Generated by Nuventive Improve

Actions
Action: The college needs to
continue to provide classes for
their fine arts in cosmetology
students as it is a necessary tool
for both fields of work the
students utilize this knowledge as
actors in various productions as
well as crew people on the
costume, makeup and hair crews
have to help a variety of actors at
different skill levels. (03/26/2022)
Action Category:
Program/College Support
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Assessment Method
Description

Results

the face.
Exceeds expectation: Student
demonstrates considerable evidence
of the ability to select the
appropriate colors and placement of
highlights and shadows to recreate a
skull in order to understand their
facial bone structure.
Standard and Target for Success:
Standard of Expectation: 90% of
students will achieve “meets
expectations” or “exceed
expectations” level

Actions

choose the proper tools and colors to be placed in the
appropriate places. I am always available to answer
questions and continue throughout the class to circle
around checking their makeup and helping them with
placement colors and proper tools for the various types of
products use. I may use a student who is doing the correct
placement of color as an example to the rest of the class to
help them see the appropriate amount of color and letting
the make up in all situations. Many of the students taking
this course are acting majors as well as cosmetology
students who need instruction in the field. There are usually
only a couple of students who do not seem to comprehend
the bone placement even after individual instruction. These
are often the same students who do not have their research
to prepare for the makeup.
(05/17/2019)
% of Success for this SLO: 88
Faculty Assessment Leader: C.Stall
Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2014-15
(Spring 2015)
Standard Met? : Standard Met
1.
The Skull makeup
Does not meet expectation: 5%
Meets Expectation: 20%
Exceeds Expectation: 75%
Observed Patterns and Findings from Data
The Skull makeup
This project helps the students understand the underlying
bone structure of the face in order to assist them in
analyzing, assessing and measuring the features for beauty,
aging, character and fantasy creations.
Students work on themselves in the makeup lab.
Students were asked to use photocopy of the front and side
view of a skull as their reference. They had to color each
bone a different color as they said the name of the facial
bones. They are asked to bring this assignment back to class
on day two as well as research photos’ of skull s. During the

01/25/2020
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Action: No Change except for the
time the classes are held. Since
many of the students are working
in the theater at night on
productions and do not leave the
theater until after 11 at night,
forcing them to take an early
morning class has created a
difficulty in their attendance in
this class. This class historically
was meeting one day a week from
10:20 3:50 with enough time for
the instructors lecture and demo.
By having it once a week the
students had plenty of time
between each class session to do
their research, practice and design
homework. Not only was the class
time cut along with the move to a
2 day a week class but, they are
struggling to make it in for a 8am 1
Page 10 of 35
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01/25/2020

Assessment Method
Description

Results

Actions

demonstration I name the facial bones as I sketch and then
paint them and discuss the placement of the highlights and
shadows to create the illusion of bones on the skin.
Students are asked to feel their own bones as they do the
same makeup on their own faces. This enforces their ability
to analyze and assess facial bone structure. The majority of
students did very well at sketching their bones and painting
the appropriate highlights and shadows in the proper
places. Some students struggled with the cheek or
zygomatic bone placement and after working with them
individually seemed to grasp the bone placement. Some
students tended to put too much product on their face and
were instructed to take some off and repaint. There are
usually only a couple of students who do not seem to
comprehend the bone placement even after individual
instruction. These are often the same students who did not
do their initial homework assignment to prepare for the
makeup. The students sometimes work with each other
reminding them by looking at each other’s makeup of the
instruction and this can often help the students who are
struggling get a better grasp on the makeup.
(10/12/2015)
Faculty Assessment Leader: Christine Stahl

hour lecture. This is cause for
concern when out of 20 students
in the class only 5 to 7 students’
show up for this class missing the
lecture and or demo and coming
only on the lab days. It has been
brought to my attention by many
of the students that this is a
hardship for them and I have
noticed many are dropping the
class for this same reason.
(01/01/2016)
Action Category:
Program/College Support
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ECC: THEA 197abcd:Technical Theatre Production
Course SLOs
SLO #2 Queuing Sequences - Upon
successful completion of this course,
students will be able to generate and
organize at a basic level the queuing
sequences for the various crew
assignments in a live theater
production.
Course SLO Status: Active
Course SLO Assessment Cycle: 201516 (Fall 2015), 2018-19 (Spring 2019)
Input Date: 12/12/2013

01/25/2020

Assessment Method
Description
Performance - This assessment was
conducted during the production run
of the theater departments
Lysistrata. This production used a
variety of theatrical techniques
including the addition of many
songs. Students are assigned to
various crews by the Theater
Departments technical director.
These crews include the lighting
crew, sound crew, stage crew,
property crew, and
costume/makeup crew. For the
purposes of this assessment
students were observed during the
technical rehearsals and theatrical
production run.
Traits
1.
Demonstrating and
applying safe theater practices in the
areas of the lighting crew and sound
crew and successfully executing their
queuing sequences for the
production.
Does not meet expectation:
Students were not able to
demonstrate and apply safe theater
practices and successfully execute
their queuing sequences in the areas
of stage lighting and sound crew.
Meets expectation: Students were
able to demonstrate and apply safe
theater practices and successfully
execute their queuing sequences in
the areas of stage lighting and sound
crew.
Exceeds expectation: Students
exceeded in the ability to

Results

Actions

Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2018-19
(Spring 2019)
Standard Met? : Standard Met
Performance - This assessment was conducted during the
production run of the theater departments The Tempest .
This production used a variety of theatrical techniques
including the addition of many songs. Students are assigned
to various crews by the Theater Departments technical
director. These crews include the lighting crew, sound crew,
stage crew, property crew, and
costume/makeup crew. For the purposes of this assessment
students were observed during the technical rehearsals and
theatrical production run.
Traits
1. Demonstrating and applying safe theater practices in the
areas of the lighting crew and sound crew and successfully
executing their queuing sequences for the
production. Does not meet expectation: Students were not
able to demonstrate and apply safe theater practices.
2 Demonstrating and applying safe theater practices in the
areas of the stage crew and property crew while fulfilling
the duties of the stage crew and property crew for
the production.
OBSERVED PATTERNS AND FINDINGS FROM DATA
1. Demonstrating and applying safe theater
practices in the areas of the lighting crew and sound crew
and successfully executing their queuing sequences for the
production of Lysistrata.
Our theater crews typically perform above expectation due
to the nature of their duties. The lighting and sound crew
for the one acts comprised of theater students who were
working as designers and theater students who are working
as operators for the lighting. A professional sound designer
was brought in and a student sound operator was assigned
to assist the designer with implementing the sound design.
The instructor noticed students who were working as
lighting designers for the most part had successful designs

Action: For this class to maintain
its integrity the institution needs
to continue to support the theater
production program. In the
performing arts there is only so
much that can be learned in the
classroom. Performance is a very
important part of the educational
process in all theater
departments. During production
students work in a community in a
very focused manner to produce a
production that is then viewed by
an audience of other students and
community members. Theater
production, producing theatrical
plays, is an extremely important
part of undergraduate theater
training programs. (07/02/2022)
Action Category:
Program/College Support
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Assessment Method
Description

Results

demonstrate and apply safe theater
practices and successfully execute
their queuing sequences in the areas
of stage lighting and sound crew.
2.
Demonstrating and
applying safe theater practices in the
areas of the stage crew and property
crew while fulfilling the duties of the
stage crew and property crew for
the production.
Does not meet expectation:
Students were not able to
Standard and Target for Success:
STANDARD AND TARGET FOR
SUCCESS
1.
Demonstrating and
applying safe theater practices in the
areas of the lighting crew and sound
crew and successfully executing their
queuing sequences for the
production.
Standard of expectation: 90% of the
students in this class will achieve
“meets expectations” or “exceeds
expectations” level
2.
Demonstrating and
applying safe theater practices in the
areas of the stage crew and property
crew while fulfilling the duties of the
stage crew and property crew for
the production.
Standard of expectation: 90% of the
students in this class will achieve
“meets expectations” or “exceeds
expectations” level
3.
Demonstrating and
applying safe theater practices in the
areas of the makeup and wardrobe
crew while fulfilling the duties of the
01/25/2020

Actions

for their productions. The students spent many hours in
rehearsals and with the instructor preparing for the design
process. The student light and sound operators also trained
extensively with the instructor. Due to the nature of
theatrical production a high level of performance is
expected of the students. The theater students on this crew
performed at a very high level.
2. Demonstrating and applying safe theater
practices in the areas of the stage crew and property crew
while fulfilling the duties of the stage crew and property
crew for the production Tempest.
The stage and property crew for the one act production also
performed at a very high level. The students are responsible
for setting up the individual sets and properties for the 4
plays that were part of the Tempest. A student was
assigned as a deck crew chief for this production. The
student assigned as the deck crew chief was given
leadership responsibility and coordinated with the
instructor for the section. For the most part the students on
the stage crew performed their duties to a high level. There
was also a student assigned as the prop crew lead. The
student had responsibility for setting all of the properties
for the productions both onstage and off stage.
1. Demonstrating and applying safe theater
practices in the areas of the lighting crew and sound crew
and successfully executing their queuing sequences for the
production.
Does not meet expectations: 0% of students
Meets expectations: 30% of students
Exceeds expectations: 70% of students
2. Demonstrating and applying safe theater
practices in the areas of the stage crew and property crew
while fulfilling the duties of the stage crew and property
crew for the production.
Does not meet expectations: 5% of students
Meets expectations: 45% of students
Exceeds expectations: 50% of students
3. Demonstrating and applying safe theater
practices in the areas of the makeup and wardrobe crew
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Assessment Method
Description

Results

makeup and wardrobe crew for the
production.
Standard of expectation: 90% of the
students in this class will achieve
“meets expectations” or “exceeds
expectations” level

Actions

while fulfilling the duties of the makeup and wardrobe crew
for the production.
Does not meet expectations: 10% of students
Meets expectations: 30% of students
Exceeds expectations: 60% of students (05/10/2019)
% of Success for this SLO: 95
Faculty Assessment Leader: W.Georges
Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2015-16 (Fall
2015)
Standard Met? : Standard Met
DATA
1.
Demonstrating and applying safe theater
practices in the areas of the lighting crew and sound crew
and successfully executing their queuing sequences for the
production.
Does not meet expectations: 0% of students
Meets expectations: 40% of students
Exceeds expectations: 60% of students
2.
Demonstrating and applying safe theater
practices in the areas of the stage crew and property crew
while fulfilling the duties of the stage crew and property
crew for the production.
Does not meet expectations: 5% of students
Meets expectations: 35% of students
Exceeds expectations: 60% of students
3.
Demonstrating and applying safe theater
practices in the areas of the makeup and wardrobe crew
while fulfilling the duties of the makeup and wardrobe crew
for the production.
Does not meet expectations: 10% of students
Meets expectations: 30% of students
Exceeds expectations: 60% of students

Action:
For this class to maintain its
integrity the institution needs to
continue to support the theater
production program. In the
performing arts there is only so
much that can be learned in the
classroom. Performance is a very
important part of the educational
process in all theater
departments. During production
students work in a community in a
very focused manner to produce a
production that is then viewed by
an audience of other students and
community members. Theater
production, producing theatrical
plays, is an extremely important
part of undergraduate theater
training programs. Without
scenery, lighting, and costumes it
would be very difficult for us to
continue training students and
technical theater.
(02/02/2017)
Action Category:
Program/College Support

OBSERVED PATTERNS AND FINDINGS FROM DATA
1.
Demonstrating and applying safe theater
practices in the areas of the lighting crew and sound crew
and successfully executing their queuing sequences for the
production of Lysistrata.
01/25/2020
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Assessment Method
Description

Results

Actions

Our theater crews typically perform above expectation due
to the nature of their duties. The lighting and sound crew
for the one acts comprised of theater students who were
working as designers and theater students who are working
as operators for the lighting. A professional sound designer
was brought in and a student sound operator was assigned
to assist the designer with implementing the sound design.
The instructor noticed students who were working as
lighting designers for the most part had successful designs
for their productions. The students spent many hours in
rehearsals and with the instructor preparing for the design
process. The student light and sound operators also trained
extensively with the instructor. Due to the nature of
theatrical production a high level of performance is
expected of the students. The theater students on this crew
performed at a very high level.
2.
Demonstrating and applying safe theater
practices in the areas of the stage crew and property crew
while fulfilling the duties of the stage crew and property
crew for the production Lysistrata.
The stage and property crew for the one act production also
performed at a very high level. The students are responsible
for setting up the individual sets and properties for the 4
plays that were part of the One Acts. A student was
assigned as a deck crew chief for this production. The
student assigned as the deck crew chief was given
leadership responsibility and coordinated with the
instructor for the section. For the most part the students on
the stage crew performed their duties to a high level. There
was also a student assigned as the prop crew lead. The
student had responsibility for setting all of the properties
for the productions both onstage and off stage. Both the
student deck crew chief and student prop crew chief were
chosen for their leadership ability. The instructor uses this
technique to give students the opportunity to build
leadership skills. Students who are assigned in leadership
roles have worked on several crews before they are given
this opportunity. The Instructor believes that this is a
wonderful opportunity for students to build skills in a
01/25/2020
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Assessment Method
Description

Results

Actions

theater community.
(11/20/2015)
Faculty Assessment Leader: William Georges

01/25/2020
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ECC: THEA 214A:Intermediate Acting
Course SLOs
SLO #2 Observing and Critiquing
Elements - Upon successful
completion of this course students
will be able to observe and critique
elements of acting at an intermediate
level.
Course SLO Status: Active
Course SLO Assessment Cycle: 201516 (Fall 2015), 2018-19 (Spring 2019)
Input Date: 12/12/2013

Assessment Method
Description
Performance - Statement
In this project the student will
identify the actor’s ability to name
and perform a clear objective as he
views classmates perform a duet
scene for the class. Specifically, in
oral and written critiques, the
student will identify the objectives of
each character in scenes presented
by fellow class mates and critique
the success of each actor in fully
realizing those objectives in
performance.
Rubric
Traits
1.
Written evaluations where
the student clearly identifies the
actor’s objectives within a scene.
Does Not Meet Expectation
Student shows little or no ability to
articulate the actor’s objectives
within a scene using active verbs.
Meets Expectation
Student exhibits some evidence of
the ability to articulate the actor’s
objectives within a scene using
active verbs.
Exceeds Expectation
Student demonstrates considerable
evidence of the ability to select
active verbs that are appropriate to
the given circumstances.
2. Oral critiques where the student
clearly identifies the actor’s
objectives within a scene.
Does Not Meet Expectation
Student shows little or no ability to

01/25/2020

Results

Actions

Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2018-19
(Spring 2019)
Standard Met? : Standard Met
Statement In this project the student will identify the
actor’s ability to name and perform a clear objective as he
views classmates perform a duet scene for the class.
Specifically, in oral and written critiques, the student will
identify the objectives of each character in scenes
presented by fellow class mates and critique the success of
each actor in fully realizing those objectives in performance.
Rubric Traits 1.Written evaluations where the student
clearly identifies the actor’s objectives within a scene.
Does Not Meet Expectation Student shows little or no
ability to articulate the actor’s objectives within a scene
using active verbs. Meets Expectation Student exhibits
some evidence of the ability to articulate the actor’s
objectives within a scene using active verbs. Exceeds
Expectation Student demonstrates considerable evidence of
the ability to select active verbs that are appropriate to the
given circumstances. 2. Oral critiques where the student
clearly identifies the actor’s objectives within a scene. Does
Not Meet Expectation Student shows little or no ability to
identify the actor’s objectives within a scene. Meets
Expectation Student exhibits some evidence to identify the
actor’s objectives within a scene. Exceeds Expectation
Student demonstrates considerable evidence to identify the
actor’s objectives within a scene.

Action: I recommend that
students be required to pass a
basic English writing class before
taking this course so they are able
to write in complete sentences
and understand basic grammar so
they can succeed in the writing
assignments in this course. I also
believe that students need to have
a basic mastery of the spoken
English language in order to
succeed in this class. I
recommend that one of the
recommended pre-requisites for
this course is basic competence in
speaking English
(09/26/2019)
Action Category: Curriculum
Changes

Standard and Target for Success Written evaluations of class
scene work where the student identifies the objectives of
each actor in class scenes. Standard of expectation: 85% of
students will achieve “meets expectations” or “exceeds
expectations” level Oral critiques of class scene work where
the student identifies the objectives of each actor in class
scenes. Standard of expectation: 80% of students will
achieve “meets expectations” or “exceeds expectations”
level.
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Assessment Method
Description

Results

identify the actor’s objectives within
a scene.
Meets Expectation
Student exhibits some evidence to
identify the actor’s objectives within
a scene.
Exceeds Expectation
Student demonstrates considerable
evidence to identify the actor’s
objectives within a scene.

1. Written evaluations where the student clearly identifies
the actor’s objectives. Does Not Meet Expectation: 15% of
students Meets Expectation: 60% of students Exceeds
Expectation: 25% of students
2. Oral critiques where the student identifies the actor’s
objectives. Does Not Meet Expectation: 20% of students
Meets Expectation: 60% of students Exceeds Expectation:
20% of students

Standard and Target for Success:
Standard and Target for Success
Written evaluations of class scene
work where the student identifies
the objectives of each actor in class
scenes.
Standard of expectation: 85% of
students will achieve “meets
expectations” or “exceeds
expectations” level
Oral critiques of class scene work
where the student identifies the
objectives of each actor in class
scenes.
Standard of expectation: 80% of
students will achieve “meets
expectations” or “exceeds
expectations” level

Actions

Observed Patterns and Findings from Data
Written evaluations where the student clearly identifies the
actor’s objectives (students met expectation) For this part
of the assessment students were asked to observe a
performance of a duet scene and at the conclusion of the
performance to fill out a detailed evaluation form where
the student identifies the performer’ s objectives within a
performed scene using active verbs. Most students are able
to view the scene and pinpoint in writing the performer’s
objectives using active verbs. Some are not able to identify
the actor’s objectives or are unable to articulate the
objective in active verbs using adjectives or adverbs instead.
Oral critiques where the student identifies the actor’s
objectives. Most students were able to pinpoint the
performer’s objectives, but some are nervous and
inarticulate and not able to identify the actor’s objectives.
Many use adjectives and adverbs instead of the required
active verbs. With assistance from the instructor, many
students develop a stronger ability to identify objectives
and articulate the objectives in active verbs.
(05/09/2019)
% of Success for this SLO: 92
Faculty Assessment Leader: R.Scarlata
Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2015-16 (Fall
2015)
Standard Met? : Standard Met
1. Written evaluations where the student clearly identifies
the actor’s objectives.
Does Not Meet Expectation: 15% of students

01/25/2020
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Action: I recommend that
students be required to pass a
basic English writing class before
taking this course so they are able
to write in complete sentences
and understand basic grammar so
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Assessment Method
Description

Results

Actions

they can succeed in the writing
assignments in this course. I also
believe that students need to have
a basic mastery of the spoken
2. Oral critiques where the student identifies the actor’s
English language in order to
objectives.
succeed in this class. I
Does Not Meet Expectation: 20% of students
recommend that one of the
Meets Expectation: 60% of students
recommended pre-requisites for
Exceeds Expectation: 20% of students
this course is basic competence in
speaking English. (11/17/2017)
Observed Patterns and Findings from Data
Action Category: Curriculum
Written evaluations where the student clearly identifies the Changes
actor’s objectives (students met expectation)
Action: One of the things I noticed
For this part of the assessment students were asked to
was that as the semester
observe a performance of a duet scene and at the
progressed and we read and
conclusion of the performance to fill out a detailed
discuss our text, The Power Of The
evaluation form where the student identifies the performer’ Actor, students were more
s objectives within a performed scene using active verbs.
successful in identifying
Most students are able to view the scene and pinpoint in
objectives. Also, as we orally
writing the performer’s objectives using active verbs. Some critiqued the scenes together as a
are not able to identify the actor’s objectives or are unable
class, students developed a more
to articulate the objective in active verbs using adjectives or precise vocabulary and critical ear
adverbs instead.
and the critiques, both written and
oral, improved.
Oral critiques where the student identifies the actor’s
objectives.
(03/03/2017)
Most students were able to pinpoint the performer’s
Action Category: Teaching
objectives, but some are nervous and inarticulate and not
Strategies
able to identify the actor’s objectives. Many use adjectives
and adverbs instead of the required active verbs. With
assistance from the instructor, many students develop a
stronger ability to identify objectives and articulate the
objectives in active verbs.
(11/20/2015)
Faculty Assessment Leader: Ron Scarlata
Meets Expectation: 60% of students
Exceeds Expectation: 25% of students

01/25/2020
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ECC: THEA 215 :Improvisation
Course SLOs
SLO #2 Critiquing Scenes - Upon
successful completion of this course
students will have the ability to
critique and appraise impromptu
improvisational scenes.
Course SLO Status: Active
Course SLO Assessment Cycle: 201415 (Spring 2015), 2018-19 (Spring
2019)
Input Date: 12/12/2013

01/25/2020

Assessment Method
Description

Results

Performance - This project was used
for the purposes of assessing the
students’ ability to identify the
criteria for a well-performed
improvisation in terms of
spontaneity and creativity, and also
in terms of using skillful stage
technique to share the scene with
the audience.
Rubric
Traits
1.
Appraising the creativity &
spontaneity of the improvised scene.

Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2018-19
(Spring 2019)
Standard Met? : Standard Met
This project was used
for the purposes of assessing the
students’ ability to identify the
criteria for a well-performed
improvisation in terms of
spontaneity and creativity, and also
in terms of using skillful stage
technique to share the scene with
the audience.
Rubric
Traits
1. Appraising the creativity &
Does Not Meet Expectation
spontaneity of the improvised scene.
Student shows little or no ability to
identify the performer’s skill level in Student shows little or no ability to
identify the performer’s skill level in
terms of creativity or spontaneity
terms of creativity or spontaneity
Meets Expectation
Meets Expectation
Student exhibits some evidence of
Student exhibits some evidence of
the ability to appraise the
the ability to appraise the
performer’s skill level in terms of
performer’s skill level in terms of
creativity and spontaneity.
creativity and spontaneity.
Exceeds Expectation
Student demonstrates considerable Exceeds Expectation
Student demonstrates considerable
evidence of the ability to appraise
the performer’s skill level in terms of evidence of the ability to appraise
the performer’s skill level in terms of
creativity and spontaneity.
creativity and spontaneity.
2. Appraising the actor’s
stage technique in terms of skillful
vocal work and use of the stage
space to share the scene with the
2.
Appraising the actor’s
audience.
stage technique in terms of skillful
Does Not Meet Expectation
vocal work and use of the stage
Student shows little or no ability to
space to share the scene with the
identify the performer’s technical
audience.
Generated by Nuventive Improve

Actions
Action: This Class is very
important to the training of our
students. (09/24/2019)
Action Category:
Program/College Support
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Assessment Method
Description

Results

Does Not Meet Expectation
Student shows little or no ability to
identify the performer’s technical
skills.
Meets Expectation
Student exhibits some evidence of
the ability to appraise the
performer’s technical skills.
Exceeds Expectation
Student demonstrates considerable
evidence of the ability to appraise
the performer’s technical skills

Actions

skills.
Meets Expectation
Student exhibits some evidence of
the ability to appraise the
performer’s technical skills.
Exceeds Expectation
Student demonstrates considerable
evidence of the ability to appraise
the performer’s technical skills

Does Not Meet Expectation: 20% of students
Meets Expectation: 65% of students
Exceeds Expectation: 15% of students
Standard and Target for Success:
2. Stage Technique/Technical Skill
Standard and Target for Success
Does Not Meet Expectation: 10% of students
Appraising the creativity &
Meets Expectation: 70% of students
spontaneity of the improvised scene. Exceeds Expectation: 20% of students
Standard of expectation: 75% of
students will achieve “meets
Observed Patterns and Findings from Data
expectations” or “exceeds
Spontaneity and Creativity (students met expectation)
expectations” level
Most students were able to verbally identify specific
Appraising the actor’s stage
moments in the scenes that demonstrated creativity and
technique in terms of skillful vocal
spontaneity. Some students only judged the success of the
work and use of the stage space to
scene in terms of their own personal enjoyment or interest
share the scene with the audience.
in the story of the improvised scene.
Standard of expectation: 80% of
Stage Technique/Technical Skill (students met expectation)
students will achieve “meets
Most students were able to appraise and identify the
expectations” or “exceeds
performer’s vocal skills and deficiencies. However, many
expectations” level.
students are not able to clearly identify the performer’s
strengths and weaknesses in terms of body positioning and
use of the stage space. (05/18/2019)
% of Success for this SLO: 95
Faculty Assessment Leader: Ron Scarlata
Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2014-15
(Spring 2015)
Standard Met? : Standard Met
Data
1.
Creativity and Spontaneity
Does Not Meet Expectation: 25% of students
Meets Expectation: 60% of students
01/25/2020
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Action:
Teaching Strategies: I will
continue to start the class with a
full warm-up so students are
“loose”, creative, and trusting. In
everything I do and say, I will
encourage students to access their
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Assessment Method
Description

Results

Actions

Exceeds Expectation: 15% of students

“right brain”.
(02/01/2017)
Action Category: Teaching
Strategies

2.
Stage Technique/Technical Skill
Does Not Meet Expectation: 15% of students
Meets Expectation: 70% of students
Exceeds Expectation: 15% of students
Observed Patterns and Findings from Data
Spontaneity and Creativity (students met expectation)
Most students were able to verbally identify specific
moments in the scenes that demonstrated creativity and
spontaneity. Some students only judged the success of the
scene in terms of their own personal enjoyment or interest
in the story of the improvised scene.
Stage Technique/Technical Skill (students met expectation)
Most students were able to appraise and identify the
performer’s vocal skills and deficiencies. However, many
students are not able to clearly identify the performer’s
strengths and weaknesses in terms of body positioning and
use of the stage space.
(05/05/2015)
Faculty Assessment Leader: Ron Scarlata

01/25/2020
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ECC: THEA 240:Fundamentals of Stage Direction
Course SLOs
SLO #2 Working on Psychological
and Technical Levels - Upon
successful completion of this course
students will be able to work with
actors on a psychological and
technical level to realize a theatrical
scene.
Course SLO Status: Active
Course SLO Assessment Cycle: 201415 (Spring 2015), 2018-19 (Spring
2019)
Input Date: 12/12/2013

01/25/2020

Assessment Method
Description

Results

Project - These projects were used
for the purposes of assessing the
students’ ability to coach actors to
bring out the truth of the character
that is consistent with the author’s
script and the concepts of modern
psychology. In addition, these
projects were used to assess the
director’s ability to assist the actor in
presenting his performance with
strong stage technique as evidenced
by good projection, articulation, and
an effective use of stage movement
and positioning.
Rubric
Traits
1. Coaching the Actor to Achieve
Psychological Truth

Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2018-19
(Spring 2019)
Standard Met? : Standard Met
Project - These projects were used
for the purposes of assessing the
students’ ability to coach actors to
bring out the truth of the character
that is consistent with the author’s
script and the concepts of modern
psychology. In addition, these
projects were used to assess the
director’s ability to assist the actor in
presenting his performance with
strong stage technique as evidenced
by good projection, articulation, and
an effective use of stage movement
and positioning.
Rubric
Traits
1. Coaching the Actor to Achieve
Does Not Meet Expectation
Psychological Truth
Student shows little or no ability to
Does Not Meet Expectation
coach the actor to achieve a
Student shows little or no ability to
performance that achieves
coach the actor to achieve a
psychological truth.
performance that achieves
psychological truth.
Meets Expectation
Meets Expectation
Student exhibits some evidence of
Student exhibits some evidence of
the ability to coach the actor to
achieve a performance that achieves the ability to coach the actor to
achieve a performance that achieves
psychological truth.
psychological truth.
Exceeds Expectation
Exceeds Expectation
Student demonstrates considerable Student demonstrates considerable
evidence of the ability to coach the
evidence of the ability to coach the
actor to achieve a performance that actor to achieve a performance that
achieves psychological truth.
achieves psychological truth.
2. Coaching the Actor to Achieve Strong Stage Technique
Generated by Nuventive Improve

Actions
Action: Curriculum changes
I recommend that due to the
advanced level of this course, the
pre-requisite for this course
should include an
audition/interview with the
instructor. (05/16/2020)
Action Category: Curriculum
Changes
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Assessment Method
Description

Results

2. Coaching the Actor to Achieve
Strong Stage Technique
Does Not Meet Expectation
Student shows little or no ability to
stage the class projects with strong
stage technique as evidenced by
open staging and strong vocal
delivery.
Meets Expectation
Student exhibits some evidence of
the ability to stage the class projects
with strong stage technique as
evidenced by open staging and
strong vocal delivery.
Exceeds Expectation
Student demonstrates considerable
evidence of the ability to stage the
class projects wi
Standard and Target for Success:
Coaching the Actor to Achieve
Psychological Truth
Standard of expectation: 80% of
students will achieve “meets
expectations” or “exceeds
expectations” level
Coaching the Actor to Achieve
Strong Stage Technique
Standard of expectation: 85% of
students will achieve “meets
expectations” or “exceeds
expectations” level

01/25/2020

Actions

Does Not Meet Expectation
Student shows little or no ability to
stage the class projects with strong
stage technique as evidenced by
open staging and strong vocal
delivery.
Meets Expectation
Student exhibits some evidence of
the ability to stage the class projects
with strong stage technique as
evidenced by open staging and
strong vocal delivery.
Exceeds Expectation
Student demonstrates considerable
evidence of the ability to stage the Scene.
1. Blocking the play in an aesthetically pleasing manner
that uses the stage space in a communicative manner that
reinforces the “wants” of the character through effective
stage compositions
Does Not Meet Expectation: 25% of students
Meets Expectation: 70% of students
Exceeds Expectation: 5% of students
2. Recording the blocking in a professional manner
according to the guidelines provided by the instructor.
Does Not Meet Expectation: 15% of students
Meets Expectation: 75% of students
Exceeds Expectation: 10% of students
Observed Patterns and Findings from Data
Blocking the play in an aesthetically pleasing manner that
uses the stage space in a communicative manner that
reinforces the “wants” of the character through effective
stage compositions
Most students were able to stage the scene in an “open”
manner and assist actors with vocal production. These
directors usually employ pre-blocking techniques to ensure
that the scenes are well-staged. The students who usually
meet or exceed expectations usually create stronger stage
pictures and develop more interesting movement patterns.
Those who do not meet expectations are usually directors
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Assessment Method
Description

Results

Actions

who lack strong stage technique in their own acting and
who need more review on these important basic
techniques. Most students were able to record the blocking
in the
professional manner that has been explained in class. Some
of the student’s blocking notation was sloppy or deviated
from the format that has been taught. (05/25/2019)
% of Success for this SLO: 90
Faculty Assessment Leader: Ron Scarlata
Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2014-15
(Spring 2015)
Standard Met? : Standard Met
Data
1. Coaching the Actor to Achieve Psychological Truth
Does Not Meet Expectation: 20% of students
Meets Expectation: 70% of students
Exceeds Expectation: 10% of students
2. Coaching the Actor to Achieve Strong Stage Technique
Does Not Meet Expectation: 15% of students
Meets Expectation: 70% of students
Exceeds Expectation: 15% of students

Action: I recommend that due to
the advanced level of this course,
the pre-requisite for this course
should include an
audition/interview with the
instructor. Also, the current
requirement, the successful
completion of TH 114, should be
strictly enforced. (09/08/2017)
Action Category: Curriculum
Changes

Observed Patterns and Findings from Data
Coaching the Actor to Achieve Psychological Truth
Most students are able to coach the actors effectively to
project truthful performances. Some student directors find
difficulty find an “arc” for the character and developing a
consistently truthful performance that makes psychological
sense. The less skilled directors surrender truth for a quick
laugh or illogical piece of stage “business”. The 20% of
students who do not meet expectations have difficulty with
coaching truth from each moment of the scene and are
usually more comfortable staging the scene rather than
assisting the actors to achieve consistently truthful
performances.
Coaching the Actor to Achieve Strong Stage Technique
Most students were able to stage the scene in an “open”
manner and assist actors with vocal production. These
01/25/2020
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Assessment Method
Description

Results

Actions

directors usually employ pre-blocking techniques to ensure
that the scenes are well-staged. The students who usually
meet or exceed expectations usually use vocal warm-ups
and detailed vocal notes during rehearsals to assist student
actor with the vocal demands of the scenes. Those who do
not meet expectations are usually directors who lack strong
stage technique in their own acting and who need more
review on these important techniques.
(09/03/2015)
Faculty Assessment Leader: Ron Scarlata
Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2014-15
(Spring 2015)
Standard Met? : Standard Met
1. Coaching the Actor to Achieve Psychological Truth
Does Not Meet Expectation: 20% of students
Meets Expectation: 70% of students
Exceeds Expectation: 10% of students
2. Coaching the Actor to Achieve Strong Stage Technique
Does Not Meet Expectation: 15% of students
Meets Expectation: 70% of students
Exceeds Expectation: 15% of students

Action: Coaching the Actor to
Achieve Strong Stage Technique
Teaching Strategies
I review stage terms and stage
terminology in the first two weeks
of the course to be sure that
students understand these terms
and techniques. Perhaps more
review during the remaining
sessions should be employed.
(09/08/2017)
Action Category: Teaching
Strategies

Observed Patterns and Findings from Data
Coaching the Actor to Achieve Psychological Truth
Most students are able to coach the actors effectively to
project truthful performances. Some student directors find
difficulty find an “arc” for the character and developing a
consistently truthful performance that makes psychological
sense. The less skilled directors surrender truth for a quick
laugh or illogical piece of stage “business”. The 20% of
students who do not meet expectations have difficulty with
coaching truth from each moment of the scene and are
usually more comfortable staging the scene rather than
assisting the actors to achieve consistently truthful
performances.
Coaching the Actor to Achieve Strong Stage Technique
Most students were able to stage the scene in an “open”
manner and assist actors with vocal production. These
01/25/2020
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Assessment Method
Description

Results

Actions

directors usually employ pre-blocking techniques to ensure
that the scenes are well-staged. The students who usually
meet or exceed expectations usually use vocal warm-ups
and detailed vocal notes during rehearsals to assist student
actor with the vocal demands of the scenes. Those who do
not meet expectations are usually directors who lack strong
stage technique in their own acting and who need more
review on these important techniques.
(04/28/2015)
Faculty Assessment Leader: Ron Scarlata

01/25/2020
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ECC: THEA 274abcd:Musical Theatre Production
Course SLOs
SLO #2 Basic Acting Skills - Upon
successful completion of this course
students will be able to demonstrate
and apply basic acting skills for a
realized musical theater production
while applying a professional
demeanor.
Course SLO Status: Active
Course SLO Assessment Cycle: 201415 (Spring 2015), 2018-19 (Spring
2019)
Input Date: 12/12/2013

Assessment Method
Description
Performance - This project was used
for the purposes of assessing the
students’ ability to bring truth to the
dialogue and songs of the musical
while creating a three-dimensional
character. This project was also
used to assess the actor’s technical
ability to achieve effective stage
projection and articulation and use
his body in a communicative
manner.
Rubric
Traits
1.
Truthful Rendering of
Dialogue and Vocals.
Does Not Meet Expectation
Student shows little or no ability to
render truthful performances of the
dialogue and vocals.
Meets Expectation
Student exhibits some evidence of
the ability to render truthful
performances of the dialogue and
vocals.
Exceeds Expectation
Student demonstrates considerable
evidence of the ability to render
truthful performances of the
dialogue and vocals.

2.
Technical Skill in Sharing
Voice and Body
01/25/2020

Results

Actions

Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2018-19
(Spring 2019)
Standard Met? : Standard Met
This project was used
for the purposes of assessing the
students’ ability to bring truth to the
dialogue and songs of the musical
while creating a three-dimensional
character. This project was also
used to assess the actor’s technical
ability to achieve effective stage
projection and articulation and use
his body in a communicative
manner.
Rubric
Traits
1. Truthful Rendering of
Dialogue and Vocals.
Does Not Meet Expectation
Student shows little or no ability to
render truthful performances of the
dialogue and vocals.
Meets Expectation
Student exhibits some evidence of
the ability to render truthful
performances of the dialogue and
vocals.
Exceeds Expectation
Student demonstrates considerable
evidence of the ability to render
truthful performances of the
dialogue and vocals.
2. Technical Skill in Sharing
Voice and Body
Does Not Meet Expectation
Student shows little or no ability to
share his voice and body with the

Action: The college and the Fine
Arts Dept. needs to offer a musical
theater workshop class to teach
students effective approaches to
performing this unique and
challenging material. (05/21/2022)
Action Category:
Program/College Support
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Assessment Method
Description

Results

Does Not Meet Expectation
Student shows little or no ability to
share his voice and body with the
audience.
Meets Expectation
Student exhibits some evidence of
the ability to share his voice and
body with the audience
Exceeds Expectation
Student demonstrates considerable
evidence of the ability to share his
voice and body with the audience.

Standard and Target for Success:
Standard and Target for Success
Truthful Rendering of Dialogue and
Vocals.
Standard of expectation: 80% of
students will achieve “meets
expectations” or “exceeds
expectations” level
Technical Skill in Sharing Voice and
Body
Standard of expectation: 85% of
students will achieve “meets
expectations” or “exceeds
expectations” level

01/25/2020

Actions

audience.
Meets Expectation
Student exhibits some evidence of
the ability to share his voice and
body with the audience
Exceeds Expectation
Student demonstrates considerable
evidence of the ability to share his
voice and body with the audience.
Standard and Target for Success
Truthful Rendering of Dialogue and
Vocals.
Standard of expectation: 80% of
students will achieve “meets
expectations” or “exceeds
expectations” level
Technical Skill in Sharing Voice and
Body
Standard of expectation: 85% of
students will achieve “meets
expectations” or “exceeds
expectations” level
1. Truthful Rendering of Dialogue and Vocals.
Does Not Meet Expectation: 10% of students
Meets Expectation: 25% of students
Exceeds Expectation: 65% of students
2. Technical Skill in Sharing Voice and Body
Does Not Meet Expectation: 5% of students
Meets Expectation: 45% of students
Exceeds Expectation: 50% of students
Observed Patterns and Findings from Data
Truthful Rendering of Dialogue and Vocals (students met
expectation)
For this part of the assessment students were asked to
perform a role from In The Heights and bring truth
and a sense of a full life history to the character. After an
extensive rehearsal period where the actor would undergo
a variety of rehearsal exercises and assignments, most
students were able to find truth and a sense of a back story
to their characters and connect the vocals to the dialogue.
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Assessment Method
Description

Results

Actions

A minority of actors give in to the temptation to “perform”
the piece rather than presenting a three-dimensional
character.
Technical Skill in Sharing Voice and Body Most students
were able to successfully perform a role from
a Broadway musical in an effective manner where they
were able to share their performances with their audiences.
Since we use wireless microphones in musical theater, the
challenge of vocal production is less of a concern in musicals
than it is in unamplified “straight” plays. (03/23/2019)
% of Success for this SLO: 90
Faculty Assessment Leader: W.Georges
Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2014-15
(Spring 2015)
Standard Met? : Standard Not Met
Data
1. Truthful Rendering of Dialogue and Vocals.
Does Not Meet Expectation: 20% of students
Meets Expectation: 75% of students
Exceeds Expectation: 5% of students
2. Technical Skill in Sharing Voice and Body
Does Not Meet Expectation: 15% of students
Meets Expectation: 75% of students
Exceeds Expectation: 10% of students
Observed Patterns and Findings from Data
Truthful Rendering of Dialogue and Vocals (students met
expectation)
For this part of the assessment students were asked to
perform a role from a Broadway musical and bring truth
and a sense of a full life history to the character. After an
extensive rehearsal period where the actor would undergo
a variety of rehearsal exercises and assignments, most
students were able to find truth and a sense of a back story
to their characters and connect the vocals to the dialogue.
01/25/2020
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Action: Truthful Rendering of
Dialogue and Vocals
Teaching Strategies
It is crucial in musicals that the
director/teacher explore the
characters and the script in detail
with his performers as he would in
a non-musical. The full libretto
should be fully explored and lyrics
for each song should be explored
as “dialogue” and connected to
the through-line of the libretto.
Technical Skill in Sharing Voice and
Body
Teaching Strategies
It is important that
teacher/directors carefully stage
all scenes and musical numbers
and record all blocking so actors
use the most communicative body
positions. Even though actors will
be using microphones, performers
need to be taught the importance
of projection and articulation.
Microphones still need a certain
level of energy and clear
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Assessment Method
Description

Results

Actions

articulation to support the vocal
aspects of a performance.
(10/14/2016)
Action Category: Teaching
Strategies
Technical Skill in Sharing Voice and Body (students met
expectation)
Action: The college and the Fine
Most students were able to successfully perform a role from Arts Dept. needs to offer a musical
a Broadway musical in an effective manner where they
theater workshop class to teach
were able to share their performances with their audiences. students effective approaches to
Since we use wireless microphones in musical theater, the
performing this unique and
challenge of vocal production is less of a concern in musicals challenging material. (05/20/2016)
than it is in unamplified “straight” plays.
Action Category:
Program/College Support
(05/22/2015)
Faculty Assessment Leader: Ron Scarlata
A minority of actors give in to the temptation to “perform”
the piece rather than presenting a three-dimensional
character.

01/25/2020
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ECC: THEA 297ab:Advanced Technical Theatre Production
Course SLOs
SLO #2 Queuing Sequences - Upon
successful completion of this course
students will generate and organize
at a intermediate level the queuing
sequences for the various crew
assignments including stage
management in a live theater
production.
Course SLO Status: Active
Course SLO Assessment Cycle: 201516 (Fall 2015), 2018-19 (Spring 2019)
Input Date: 12/12/2013

01/25/2020

Assessment Method
Description
Performance - This assessment was
conducted during the production run
of the theater departments
Lysistrata. This production used a
variety of theatrical techniques
including the addition of many
songs. Students are assigned to
various crews by the Theater
Departments technical director.
These crews include the lighting
crew, sound crew, stage crew,
property crew, and
costume/makeup crew. For the
purposes of this assessment
students were observed during the
technical rehearsals and theatrical
production run.
Traits
1.
Demonstrating and
applying safe theater practices in the
areas of the lighting crew and sound
crew and successfully executing their
queuing sequences for the
production.
Does not meet expectation:
Students were not able to
demonstrate and apply safe theater
practices and successfully execute
their queuing sequences in the areas
of stage lighting and sound crew.
Meets expectation: Students were
able to demonstrate and apply safe
theater practices and successfully
execute their queuing sequences in
the areas of stage lighting and sound
crew.
Exceeds expectation: Students
exceeded in the ability to

Results

Actions

Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2018-19
(Spring 2019)
Standard Met? : Standard Met
Performance - This assessment was conducted during the
production run of the theater departments The Tempest.
This production used a variety of theatrical techniques
including the addition of many songs. Students are assigned
to
various crews by the Theater Departments technical
director. These crews include the lighting crew, sound crew,
stage crew, property crew, and costume/makeup crew. For
the purposes of this assessment students were observed
during the technical rehearsals and theatrical production
run.
1. Demonstrating and applying safe theater
practices in the areas of the lighting crew and sound crew
and successfully executing their queuing sequences for the
production of Lysistrata.
Our theater crews typically perform above expectation due
to the nature of their duties. The lighting and sound crew
for the one acts comprised of theater students who were
working as designers and theater students who are working
as operators for the lighting. A professional sound designer
was brought in and a student sound operator was assigned
to assist the designer with implementing the sound design.
The instructor noticed students who were working as
lighting designers for the most part had successful designs
for their productions. The students spent many hours in
rehearsals and with the instructor preparing for the design
process. The student light and sound operators also trained
extensively with the instructor. Due to the nature of
theatrical production a high level of performance is
expected of the students. The theater students on this crew
performed at a very high level.
2. Demonstrating and applying safe theater
practices in the areas of the stage crew and property crew
while fulfilling the duties of the stage crew and property

Action: For this class to maintain
its integrity the institution needs
to continue to support the theater
production program. In the
performing arts there is only so
much that can be learned in the
classroom. Performance is a very
important part of the educational
process in all theater
departments. During production
students work in a community in a
very focused manner to produce a
production that is then viewed by
an audience of other students and
community members. Theater
production, producing theatrical
plays, is an extremely important
part of undergraduate theater
training programs. (06/04/2022)
Action Category:
Program/College Support
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Assessment Method
Description

Results

demonstrate and apply safe theater
practices and successfully execute
their queuing sequences in the areas
of stage lighting and sound crew.
2.
Demonstrating and
applying safe theater practices in the
areas of the stage crew and property
crew while fulfilling the duties of the
stage crew and property crew for
the production.
Does not meet expectation:
Students were not able to
Standard and Target for Success:
STANDARD AND TARGET FOR
SUCCESS
1.
Demonstrating and
applying safe theater practices in the
areas of the lighting crew and sound
crew and successfully executing their
queuing sequences for the
production.
Standard of expectation: 90% of the
students in this class will achieve
“meets expectations” or “exceeds
expectations” level
2.
Demonstrating and
applying safe theater practices in the
areas of the stage crew and property
crew while fulfilling the duties of the
stage crew and property crew for
the production.
Standard of expectation: 90% of the
students in this class will achieve
“meets expectations” or “exceeds
expectations” level
3.
Demonstrating and
applying safe theater practices in the
areas of the makeup and wardrobe
crew while fulfilling the duties of the
01/25/2020

Actions

crew for the production Lysistrata.
The stage and property crew for the one act production also
performed at a very high level. The students are responsible
for setting up the individual sets and properties for the 4
plays that were part of the One Acts. A student was
assigned as a deck crew chief for this production. The
student assigned as the deck crew chief was given
leadership responsibility and coordinated with the
instructor for the section. For the most part the students on
the stage crew performed their duties to a high level. There
was also a student assigned as the prop crew lead. The
student had responsibility for setting all of the properties
for the productions both onstage and off stage. Both the
student deck crew chief and student prop crew chief.
Traits
1. Demonstrating and
applying safe theater practices in the
areas of the lighting crew and sound
crew and successfully executing their
queuing sequences for the
production.
Does not meet expectation:
Students were not able to
demonstrate and apply safe theater
Demonstrating and applying safe theater
practices in the areas of the lighting crew and sound crew
and successfully executing their queuing sequences for the
production.
Does not meet expectations: 5% of students
Meets expectations: 20% of students
Exceeds expectations: 85% of students
2. Demonstrating and applying safe theater
practices in the areas of the stage crew and property crew
while fulfilling the duties of the stage crew and property
crew for the production.
Does not meet expectations: 5% of students
Meets expectations: 35% of students
Exceeds expectations: 60% of students (05/10/2019)
% of Success for this SLO: 95
Faculty Assessment Leader: W.Georges
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Assessment Method
Description
makeup and wardrobe crew for the
production.
Standard of expectation: 90% of the
students in this class will achieve
“meets expectations” or “exceeds
expectations” level

Results

Actions

Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2015-16 (Fall
2015)
Standard Met? : Standard Met
DATA
1.
Demonstrating and applying safe theater
practices in the areas of the lighting crew and sound crew
and successfully executing their queuing sequences for the
production.
Does not meet expectations: 0% of students
Meets expectations: 40% of students
Exceeds expectations: 60% of students

Action: For this class to maintain
its integrity the institution needs
to continue to support the theater
production program. In the
performing arts there is only so
much that can be learned in the
classroom. Performance is a very
important part of the educational
process in all theater
departments. During production
students work in a community in a
very focused manner to produce a
production that is then viewed by
an audience of other students and
community members. Theater
production, producing theatrical
plays, is an extremely important
part of undergraduate theater
training programs. Without
scenery, lighting, and costumes it
would be very difficult for us to
continue training students and
technical theater. (02/17/2017)
Action Category:
Program/College Support

2.
Demonstrating and applying safe theater
practices in the areas of the stage crew and property crew
while fulfilling the duties of the stage crew and property
crew for the production.
Does not meet expectations: 5% of students
Meets expectations: 35% of students
Exceeds expectations: 60% of students
3.
Demonstrating and applying safe theater
practices in the areas of the makeup and wardrobe crew
while fulfilling the duties of the makeup and wardrobe crew
for the production.
Does not meet expectations: 10% of students
Meets expectations: 30% of students
Exceeds expectations: 60% of students
OBSERVED PATTERNS AND FINDINGS FROM DATA
1.
Demonstrating and applying safe theater
practices in the areas of the lighting crew and sound crew
and successfully executing their queuing sequences for the
production of Lysistrata.
Our theater crews typically perform above expectation due
to the nature of their duties. The lighting and sound crew
for the one acts comprised of theater students who were
working as designers and theater students who are working
as operators for the lighting. A professional sound designer
was brought in and a student sound operator was assigned
to assist the designer with implementing the sound design.
The instructor noticed students who were working as
01/25/2020
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Assessment Method
Description

Results

Actions

lighting designers for the most part had successful designs
for their productions. The students spent many hours in
rehearsals and with the instructor preparing for the design
process. The student light and sound operators also trained
extensively with the instructor. Due to the nature of
theatrical production a high level of performance is
expected of the students. The theater students on this crew
performed at a very high level.
2.
Demonstrating and applying safe theater
practices in the areas of the stage crew and property crew
while fulfilling the duties of the stage crew and property
crew for the production Lysistrata.
The stage and property crew for the one act production also
performed at a very high level. The students are responsible
for setting up the individual sets and properties for the 4
plays that were part of the One Acts. A student was
assigned as a deck crew chief for this production. The
student assigned as the deck crew chief was given
leadership responsibility and coordinated with the
instructor for the section. For the most part the students on
the stage crew performed their duties to a high level. There
was also a student assigned as the prop crew lead. The
student had responsibility for setting all of the properties
for the productions both onstage and off stage. Both the
student deck crew chief and student prop crew chief were
chosen for their leadership ability. The instructor uses this
technique to give students the opportunity to build
leadership skills. Students who are assigned in leadership
roles have worked on several crews before they are given
this opportunity. The Instructor believes that this is a
wonderful opportunity for students to build skills in a
theater community.
(11/20/2015)
Faculty Assessment Leader: William Georges

01/25/2020
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